• Many studies compare the relative contributions of ME and NR error, often finding that ME > NR (Biemer, 2001; Schaeffer et al., 1991) • Comparisons of ME and NR error on sensitive questions has been sparse due to lack of questions has been sparse due to lack of validation data • Sensitive questions may be perceived as asking about socially desirable or undesirable traits • Do different types of sensitive items yield different contributions of ME and NR error?
• Several researchers have expressed concerns that efforts to reduce NR error may increase ME -Cannell and Fowler, 1963; Bollinger and David, 2001 • Opposite concern for mode switch studies • Switching from an interviewer-administered • Switching from an interviewer-administered mode (CAPI, CATI) to a self-administered mode (IVR, Web) can reduce ME (Kreuter et al., 2008 ) • Yet, 20-40% of units drop out during mode switch (Tourangeau et al., 2002; Fricker et al., 2005) • Do efforts to reduce ME increase NR error?
• Basic notion that reluctant respondents are especially prone to survey "satisficing" (Krosnick, 1991 (Krosnick, , 1998 • Some evidence that hard-to-persuade or hardto-contact respondents are more likely to give satisficing answers (Fricker, 2007; Triplett et al., to-contact respondents are more likely to give satisficing answers (Fricker, 2007; Triplett et al., 1996; Yan et al., 2004) -Studies limited by use of indirect indicators of satisficing; lack of validation data
• Does the level of effort needed to get the case produce a tradeoff between NR and ME, such that harder-to-interview cases provide less accurate data?
Specific Research Questions
• What is the relative contribution of ME and NR error to the overall error in survey estimates of sensitive items? • Does NR bias offset reductions in ME due to cases who drop out during the switch from a cases who drop out during the switch from a interviewer-administered mode to a selfadministered mode of data collection? • Does the level of effort needed to get the case also produce a tradeoff between ME and NR error, such that harder-to-interview cases provide less accurate data?
Study of UMD Alumni ('89-'02)
• 
Conclusions
• In general, ME > NR for socially undesirable items, and NR > ME for socially desirable items -Effects of one form of error reinforced rather than cancelled the effects of the other form • Switching respondents to IVR or Web may • Switching respondents to IVR or Web may reduce measurement error, but may also increase overall error due to dropouts • Additional callbacks reduced one form of nonresponse error (the bias due to noncontacts) but had a less consistent relation to other forms of NR error or to ME
